I. INTRODUCTION
The largest feature of the diffuse 2-60 keV X-ray background is due to our Galaxy. This galactic component contributes from -2% to 10% of the total X-ray background intensity. It is easily separated from the extragalactic component by its strong spatial dependence on Salactic longitude and latitude and by its distinctly softer spectrum.
The total diffuse X-ray background between 2 and 60 keV is largely A composite spectrum of the Galaxy can be obtained by taking the spectrum obtained at low latitudes and subtracting out the spectrum seen at high latitudes. The best fit is obtained for an optically thin thermal bremsstrahlung spectrum of -9 keV (-100 million Kelvins). This averaged spectrum is much softer than the -40 keV spectrum seen at high latitudes (Marshall et al. 1980 ).
II. THE EXPERIMENT
The A-2 instrument on the HEAD 1 spacecraft provides far more detailed spatial and spectral information on the diffuse background than do previous instruments for several reasons. 1) The detectors have a lower internal background than previous instruments. The HED1 and HED3 detectors have a particle veto layer which reduces the instrument's response to electrons by two orders of magnitude. In addition, all detectors provide a variety of data selection criteria to further reduce contamination. 2) The entire sky was scanned 2 2/ 1 . times, once every 6 months, with roughly uniform coverage.
'hese separate scans of the sky have been tested for consistency. 3) The instrument contains an ensemble of 4 detectors of different fields of view (fov) and of different energy bandpasses. These separate detectors ha ys also been used for consistency checks. 4) Each detector his 2 fields of view, over alternate anode wires. HED1 has both a 3 0 x 60 and a 30 x 30 fov while the MED and HED3 have 3 0 x 30 and 30 x 1 1/20 fov. By subtracting the small fov data from the large fov data, the internal background can, on a moment by moment basis, be essentially eliminated.
More detailed descriptions of the A2 instrument are given in Rothschild et al. (1979) and Marshall et al. (1980) . Data reported here come from three of the six proportional counters, HED1, MED and HED3. The two HED counters are -800 cm2 xenon counters with a propane anticoincidence layer contained between two 1 mil. mylar windows. These counters have a response from 2-60 keV. The MED is a -800 cm 2 argon counter with a response from 2-20 keV. The principal counter used in this analysis is the HED1 because it has a larger fov and hence better counting statistics. The results from MED and HED3 are consistent with the results from HED1. The X-ray intensity shows a strong dependence on galactic coordinates. (towards the anticenter). It is this galactic component we discuss here.
Other features, such as the slightly higher fluxes in the Northern than Southern hemisphere will be discussed in subsequent papers. (These other features are smaller than -2% of the total background. They are referred to in this paper as "second order effects").
Figures 2b through 2d show the count-rate for three energy bands within the HED1 detector. The highest energy band comes from taking only the second layer of the counter (Figure 2d ). This layer has a response primarily from 6-60 keV, peaking around 13 keV. Layer 1 is divided into two energy bands by a discriminator set at -7.5 keV, just above the iron line (at 6.7 keV). The softest band (labeled AB in Figure 2b ) has a response primarily from 2-10 keV, peaking around 5 keV. The intermediate band (labeled CD in Figure 20 has a spectral response primarily from 5-20 keV, peaking around 8 keV. Note, however, that while these bands provide crude energy separation, they are all overlapping. Detailed spectral analysis can better be done from the pulse height data. Crude spectral analysis from these three bandpasses agrees with the pulse height analysis presented here. Table 2 gives a summary of parameters of interest for acceptable disk parameters implied by the data. Note that the large range of implied galactic luminosities is due to the large variation in the implied emission volume. The emissivity in the plane and the flux towards zenith are not strong functions of the disk parameters.
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The estimated intensities for the galactic emission from other observers are within the range of acceptable (3 sire) fits to our data. These estimates are, however, lower than our best fit model. Warwick et al. 1980, fit the Ariel V data to an infinite disk (they saw.no evidence for longitudinal dependence) with a local surface emissivity towards the poles of 2.5% of their diffuse background, (-1.5 x 10-8 erg-s -1 -cm-2 at 2-10 keV).
This compares with our best fit value of 2.3 x 10 -8 erg-s -1 -cm 2 (also at 2-10 keV). Warwick et al. set an upper limit of "< 1 Kpc" for the scale height of a thick disk with an assumed radius of 15 Kpc. As can be seen in Figure fixed at an optimum combination, the intensity of either component may be varied by a factor of 2 and the other will be able to compensate satisfactorily. Similarly, if one of the scale heights is fixed, the other may be varied by a factor of about 2.
Because of the uncertainties and complexities involved in detailing a component disk. we will continue to discuss the data in terms of a single (large) scale height disk, keeping in mind that we may be overestimating tip strength of this component.
Other models of the Galaxy which were tried failed to produce an acceptable fit to the data for reasonable values of their parameters. An isotropic, spherical halo for example, yielded chi-squareds twice those of the disk models. Using a Schmidt model for the mass ellipsoids of the Galaxy and assuming an X-ray luminosity proportional to mass also gave a very poor fit with chi-squareds hundreds higher as did models where the disk had a radial exponential scale height as well as a vertical sca'oe height. A composite model of finite disks of normal dwarf stars (with independent optical to X-ray luminosity ratios for each scale height rule of the stars) fit poorly for any reasonable range of disk radii.
The problem of modeling the smaller features to obtain either a better galactic model or estimates of cosmic parameters such as the Compton-Getting effect can be readily seen by examining Figure 6 . This figure shows the where we expect the Galaxy to dominate the spatial distribution of the flux. 20 dof). The best fit thermal spectrum is 9 keV t 1.5 keV (95% confidence) with nn absorption in addition to the average galactic absorption described above. A 1.2% systematic uncertainty in the counter response function is included in these fits.
Clearly a thermal model is the preferred simple model for the averaged galactic spectrum. Once such a thermal model is included, a power law component can be added in without making the fits unacceptable. Figure 8 shows the 95% confidence upper limits to the percentage of the averaged galactic spectrum which can be a power law for various spectral indices. Both temperatures, 9 keV and 40 keV, have been fixed. If the temperatures are allowed to vary substantially, larger power law components can be introduced into the fits.
A double power law spectrum of the form
was also tried. Such a double power law model could fit the data well only if the second power law was allowed to be very steep (a2 > 2.7). The best fit obtained was for al = 1.85, a2 = 2.82, Ecutoff = 11 keV yielding a X 2 of 16.17.
If the spectral indices were constrained to lie within the range implied by the cosmic ray electron spectrum seen at the Earth for the inverse Compton emission mechanism (that is, 1.57 <a l , a l < a2 , a2 < 2.2 for electron indices between 2.14 and 3.4), then the fit was poor. The best fit in this case was a l = 2.0, a 2 = 2.2, Ec = 5 keV yielding a X2 of 164. Any other model proposed must fit availabl. data in the hard X-ray and at other wavelengths (notably, radio, gamma-ray, and soft X-ray). In particular, models which would give a very small scale height to the hard X-ray emission (such as the bremsstrahlung of cosmic rays off of cool gas, as Stecker (1977) and others have proposed for the gamma-ray emission) are regarded here as very unlikely to provide the large scale height X-ray emission observed. The spatial fitting of the X-ray data is taken to eliminate models whose scale heights are determined by cool gas, main sequence dwarf stars, white dwarfs and any other models with scale heights < 500 pc. It is, of course, always conceivable that some very local phenomenon is somehow simulating a finite radius disk of hard X-ray emission which only looks like it must be of galactic scale. We do not, however, consider this possibility further.
In the following diSc;.ssion we make the tacit assumption that the emission that dominates the spatial feature of the galactic emission also dominates the averaged spectral feature. This assumption may not be valid, because 1) the averaged spectrum is a combination of that of the thick disk with that of other components and 2) the spectra of these different components may be quite different. Rather than continually reiterate these caveats, we will assume the simple case and proceed with our discussion as if this useful assumption were true.
VII. POINT SOURCE MODELS
The X-ray disk emission may be produced by low luminosity point Although the X-ray luminosity function for subdwarfs is not well known, we can estimate the required optical to X-ray luminosity ratio if the subdwarfs are to provide the bulk of the disk emission. indicates that optical luminosity function of halo stars is steeper than that for normal dwarfs. In Table 3 halo stars per square degree would be detected if these star; had the average properties described above. In order to contribute a non-negligible portion of the observed sources, the X-ray luminosity of these objects in the 1-3 keV band of the Einstein Observatory deep survey would have to be an order of magnitude larger than the corresponding 9 keV component described above.
VII. HOT GAS HALO
In 1956 Spitzer proposed that the Galaxy might have a halo of hot gas which is in hydrostatic equilibrium in the galactic gravitational field.
Assuming that the gas was to pressure equiti br4 um, he estimated a halo temperature of 106 OK and a particle density of 10-3 cm-3 as reasonable parameters for this halo. (At the time, the pressure, P/K -nT, was thought to be N 103 K cm-3 for the interstellar medium.) He pointed out that if the temperature were too high, the gas would escape from the Galaxy and if the temperature were tod low, the "halo" would not extend far.
The best fit parameters of our X-ray emission disk imply, for a hot If the deduced interstellar electron spectrum is used, the calculated 2-10 keV inverse Compton emission is a factor of 11 (6) too low for a scale height of 3 kpc (7.3 kpc) and resembles a thermal spectrum in our detectors onl y if kT > 100 keV.
As was discussed earlier, the averaged galactic spectrum is poorly fit by a power law model. It is unlikely that more than a third of the averaged galactic spectrum is due to a power law component and hence could be due to an inverse Compton mechanism. This effect is -0.5% of the mean X-ray intensity at the poles. In Figure 2b only the lower energy part of layer 1 of HEDI (that below w 6.7 keV) is plotted. In Figure 2c only the higher energy part of layer 1 of HED1 (that part above the 6.7 keV iron ) is plotted. In Figure 2d only the layer 2 count rates of HEM are plotted. This layer has a response primarily from 6 to 60 keV. 
Both of these methods indicate that the inverse
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